Minutes

Attendance

- Kelley Rowan
- Lydia Motyka
- Amanda Yesilbas
- Matthew Miguez (FSU)
- Shannon Dew (FSCJ)
- Wilhemina Rantke (FLVC)
- David Russell (GSSC)
- Lee Dotson (UCF)
- Alvin Lee (FAMU)
- Rebel Cummings-Sauls
- Marielle (UNF)
- Melissa V. (FCGU)

FLVC Updates - Lydia Motyka

- FLVC is working on Islandora annual report modifications
- They are helping institutional repositories get up and running
- This Sunday the excel to MODS transformer will be upgraded
- Introduction of Rebel Cummings-Sauls, new director of Digital Services

Rebel Cummings-Sauls

- New committee member openings will close soon
- Reaching out to all the Deans of institutions to gather information with survey
- Will respond to the surveys sent to Deans in June
- Writing up vision and mission for their unit
- Rebel shared link to survey that went out to all deans and directors:

[1]
She would be interested in meeting with one on one with DISC members and will send out emails with a doodle poll in the coming weeks.

Member Updates

Matthew Miguez, SSDN

- 3rd harvest was last week
- 148,230 records harvested from 6 contributors (FIU, FSU, UM, Coral Gables Memory, FAACLAV historical library association
- 40K from Florida Memory
- Outreach working group will know which institutions are planning to participate next
- They are prioritizing non-academic libraries for next harvest since none were included in original harvest
- Reaching out to community colleges after public and historical institutions

MANGO Discussion - Lee Dotson, Lydia Motyka

- Considering whether MANGO records should link back to a finding aid or what exactly the MANGO record should link to.
- Lydia will follow up

Links from conversation:

- [2]
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